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Abstract

Successful operation in NSTX of two prototype fast-response micro ionization gauges

during plasma operations has motivated us to install five gauges at different toroidal and

poloidal locations to measure the edge neutral pressure and its dependence on the type of

discharge (L-mode, H-mode, CHI) and the fuelling method and location. The edge

neutral pressure is also used as an input to the transport analysis codes TRANSP and

DEGAS-2. The modified PDX-type Penning gauges are well suited for pressure

measurements in the NSTX divertor where the toroidal field is relatively high. Behind the

NSTX outer divertor plates where the field is lower, an unshielded fast ion gauge of a

new design has been installed. This gauge was developed after laboratory testing of

several different designs in a vacuum chamber with applied magnetic fields.

I. Introduction

The National Spherical Torus Experiment [1] (NSTX) is designed to explore the physics

of low toroidal aspect-ratio plasmas combining high beta and high confinement

simultaneously.  NSTX has a major radius of 0.85m, minor radius of 0.68m and plasma

elongation up to 2.5. The nominal range in toroidal field is 0.3 to 0.6T and the plasma

current up to 1.5MA. The device is fueled using gas injection from piezo valves at four

different locations on the machine, from two locations on the center stack and, during

CHI operations [2], from the lower divertor plate region. Neutral pressure gauges are

needed for basic plasma operations and as in input parameter for transport codes such as

DEGAS-2 and TRANSP. Neutral pressure measurements will also facilitate analysis of

divertor pumping requirements. Because NSTX operates with several novel gas injection

sources while exploring numerous plasma configurations, an understanding of neutral
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pressure behavior at different locations in the machine is needed. Eventually these

measurements are also needed for future machines such as ITER. Because fast time scale

measurements require the gauge to be present very close to the plasma boundary, fast

neutral pressure measurements – especially to establish edge neutral pressures is non

trivial as most gauges do not operate under conditions of strong magnetic fields. Because

different types of gauges are suited for specific applications we are investigating the use

of three different types of gauges for the purpose of exploring the operating range and

capability of these gauges. These are shielded ion gauges, Penning gauges and unshielded

ion gauges. These are described in the subsequent sections.

II. The Penning Gauges

Modified, PDX-type Penning gauges [3,4] were installed on the upper and lower

divertors of NSTX. These gauges have a cylindrical anode measuring 1.27cm in diameter

and 1.26cm long. 2.6cm2 steel plates separated from the cylinder ends by 2.6mm, act as

the cathode. Voltages in the range of 2 to 5kV were used for experimentation. A voltage

of 3.12kV was selected in the final configuration. This increases the maximum operating

range for the pressure while ensuring that the Penning discharge initiates at the lower

pressures.  Since installing them more than two years ago, these gauges have required no

maintenance. The calibration data, as shown in Figure 1, at a toroidal field of 0.45T at the

machine axis shows the calibration to have remained essentially unchanged over the past

two years [5] even though NSTX has gone through several machine bake-out cycles at

3000 Celsius and numerous boronization and He glow discharge cycles. These gauges are

not isolated from the machine during these machine conditioning events. These factors as

well as their capability to operate at high values of the toroidal field, and retain their

calibration over long periods may make them better suited for harsh environments such

as that which may exist in ITER. On NSTX, these gauges have a maximum operating

pressure of up to 1mTorr although by reducing the bias voltage this could be extended up

to about 4mTorr.

III. The Micro Ion gauges (MIG)
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The Granville Phillips Micro Ion Gauge No. 355001 is about 10cm long with a maximum

diameter of 7.3cm. These dimensions are sufficiently small that it allows a magnetically

shielded gauge to be installed on the NSTX outer vacuum vessel, in a high conductance

configuration for fast pressure measurements during plasma operation. These have

proved especially valuable for routine NSTX operations. Very successful operation of

two of these gauges has motivated us to install a total of five of these gauges at different

toroidal and poloidal locations. As shown in Figure 2, two of the shielded fast Micro Ion

Gauges (MIG) installed two years ago have maintained their calibration. The shielding is

effective for the full 0.6T on axis field capability of NSTX. These gauges, however,

become contaminated if they are not isolated from the vessel during high temperature

(3000C) bake-out. This is probably because of the deposition of hydrocarbons on the

gauge surfaces as the cold gauge (with respect to the high temperature vessel surfaces)

essentially acts as a pump collecting impurities. Contamination is exhibited by signal

dropouts, which result is an overall noisy signal. While degassing the gauge is able to

restore most of its capability, the gauge never fully recovers to its original specifications.

We have not investigated the possibility of keeping the gauge hot during bake-out.

However, they do not seem to be affected by boronization and He glow discharge

cleaning. On NSTX these gauges have a maximum range of 4mTorr, however if desired

they can be easily operated at pressures in excess of 10mTorr.

IV. The In-Vessel Neutral Pressure gauge (INP)

The advantage of the micro ion gauge is that it provides accurate neutral pressure

measurements during plasma operations, but it is limited by the magnitude of the

magnetic field that can be effectively shielded. In addition this gauge cannot be installed

inside the vessel. While the Penning gauge can be installed inside the vessel, it is less

accurate than the ion gauge, but it can tolerate considerably high values of the magnetic

field. In order to improve pressure measurements inside the vessel, we have investigated

both in laboratory setups as well as testing gauges on NSTX, the possibility of using an

unshielded ion gauge. The In-Vessel Neutral Pressure gauge (INP) is a gauge

configuration we have successfully used in NSTX during plasma discharges.
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The gauge is designed so as to be insensitive to the magnetic field direction along the

toroidal and poloidal directions in NSTX. The filament is the central tungsten wire,

which is surrounded by a stainless steel spiral wire, which acts as the grid. The outermost

spiral is the collector. The filament is tungsten wire .007" x 1" long. The collector spiral

is about 7/8" long.

Several different sizes were tested. The design that has worked during plasma operations

in NSTX is shown in Figure 3. To increase filament lifetime, the filament is heated using

an alternating current source. The filament is energized just before a shot cycle and

turned off immediately following the shot. The gauge is driven at moderate emission

current levels of about 2mA. This is similar to the levels of emission current used for the

micro ion gauge, which varies from 0.5 to 2mA depending on the maximum pressure

range that is desired.

V. Behavior of gauges in a vacuum magnetic field and during plasma operations

The time response of the different pressure gauges when subjected to a step function rise

in vacuum vessel pressure in shown in Figure 4. Shown from top to bottom are the MIG

gauges E, C-Top, C-Midplane and L. The Penning gauges K-Top and G-Bottom. The In-

Vessel Neutral Pressure (INP) gauge in Bay C-Top.  The labels A to L correspond to the

twelve different bays in NSTX. The pumping duct is located on Bay L. The MIG-E is the

fastest responding gauge. The other MIG’s respond slower because of conductance

limitations.

The data was collected when gas was injected into a 0.45T toroidal field on axis vacuum

discharge. The higher noise levels in the INP gauge may be related to the fact that this

gauge is located inside the vessel, so it cannot be isolated during machine bake-out and so

it is subject to some level of gauge contamination. This is an inherent difficulty with any

gauge that needs to be installed inside the machine.
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In general the response time of the micro ion gauges ranges from 5ms (for the Bay-E

gauge) to about 20ms for the bay-L gauge. The Penning and INP gauges have an

effective response time of about 30ms.

Figure 5 shows the neutral pressure response during plasma operations at 0.45T. Shown

from top to bottom are the plasma current, the H-alpha signal, and signals from the

different neutral pressure gauges. This is a lower single null discharge fueled by both the

NSTX center-stack gas injection and gas injection from the outer vessel region. The

center stack gas injection is clearly observed by the Bay-E MIG at about 80ms.

In general, the time response of the Bay-C Top INP gauge is similar to that of the Bay-C

top MIG, but these are located in different regions. The MIG is mounted on an external

port, while the INP is located directly behind a divertor plate in an area that is under

consideration for a divertor cryo pump installation. The MIG-L is located on the pumping

duct, therefore sees lower pressure than the other gauges. The Lower divertor penning

gauge is located in a region that sees no plasma flows during this type of operation,

therefore it sees the lowest pressure of all these gauges during lower single null

operation.

VI. Conclusions

Several fast neutral pressure gauges are routinely used in NSTX. These are used to

measure the edge and divertor pressure during inductive and coaxial helicity injected

(CHI) plasma operations and to provide input to transport codes such as TRANSP and

DEGAS-2. Modified, PDX-type Penning gauges have been very reliable and have

required no maintenance for over two years. They also seem to be the most resilient as far

as gauge contamination is concerned when subjected to high temperature machine bake-

out. The Micro Ion gauges provide the most accurate pressure measurements on a fast

time scale. These require to be isolated from the machine during high temperature bake-

out but are not affected by boronization and HeGDC. Successful initial neutral pressure

measurements have been made using a new design In-Vessel Neutral Pressure gauge
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(INP gauge). This is an unshielded ion-gauge that is insensitive toroidal and poloidal

magnetic fields.
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Figures captions

Figure 1: (a) The NSTX Penning gauge, (b) Pressure calibration curves from 2002 and a
recent calibration from 2004. No maintenance work has been performed on these gauges
during the past two years.

Figure 2: The Micro Ion Gauges retain their calibration over extended periods. Different
gauges when operated at the same emission current setting exhibit the same calibration
factor making it easy to replace damaged gauges, without having to recalibrate. The small
physical size of these gauges allows them to be easily shielded from external magnetic
fields.

Figure 3: The In-Vessel Neutral Pressure gauge (INP).

Figure 4: Time response of the different pressure gauges when subjected to a step
function rise in vacuum vessel pressure.

Figure 5: Neutral pressure response during plasma operations at 0.45T.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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